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Imperial Aspects of the Kingdom of Ryukyu from the Perspective of 
the Ruins of Settlements in Sakishima Islands 

MURAKI Jiro

In the Sakishima Islands, including the Yaeyama and Miyako Islands, there are ruins of stone 

buildings displaying masonry techniques not seen on the main island of Okinawa. A great number 

of Chinese ceramic wares have been excavated from these sites. Scholars have concluded that these 

remains date back to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, with some of the ruins that display the 

highest stage of development being from the 15th century. However, there are noticeably fewer 

artifacts from the 16th century, as it is likely that the settlement was destroyed at this time. The 

settlement ruins like connected cells, which notably include the ancient ruins of Hanasuku Village 

on Taketomijima Island, refers to an irregular stone enclosure of dozens of connected sections. The 

perimeter of the enclosure is protected by a cliff edge where more stones are piled up. Similar ruins 

are still buried under the dense forests of Sakishima, with many of them still enshrined as sacred 

sites. 

In the Miyako area, there are many settlement ruins that were destroyed early on in the 15th 

century. The Minuzuma ruins, which were recently excavated and where surveys of ceramic wares 

have been conducted, serve as such an example. In the Yaeyama area, the majority of settlement 

ruins were destroyed sometime during the late 15th or early 16th century. The settlement ruins like 

connected cells were also destroyed during this period, and it appears that a dramatic event 

occurred in Yaeyama. This closely corresponds to the reign of Sho Shin of the Second Sho Dynasty 

and can be considered a consequence of the Oyake Akahachi revolt. In other words, this suggests 

that Sakishima, which was an independent cultural domain, was invaded by the Ryukyu Royal 

Government and that this region was annexed by the Ryukyu Kingdom as a result.

There are few historical documents that discuss the Sakishima region during the medieval 

period. Moreover, in early modern times, the history of this region was discussed based on history 

books compiled by the Ryukyu Royal Government. However, an abundance of settlement ruins and 

artifacts remain. Therefore, by analyzing these ruins and artifacts, we discuss the uniqueness of 

Sakishima and the imperial aspects of the Ryukyu Kingdom that annexed it.
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